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SPECIALIZING IN
STREAMLINING 
                                                     By michael weBB

Stonemark’S Bart mendel SpecializeS    
in Streaming the conStruction proceSS  

and keeping coStS down

as a practicing Buddhist, Stonemark  

president Bart mendel believes that 

his 35 years experience both as a 

Buddhist teacher and construction 

professional considerably improves 

the construction process. he has 

managed a variety of 5,000 to 

20,000+ square foot mediterranean 

estates and contemporary homes 

over the years, and has helped his 

clients save time, cost—and most 

important—unnecessary stress.
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ABOVE  Stonemark was owner’s representative for this new 12,000 square foot Italian Tuscan Villa, located in the foothills of Montecito. 

“People spend more time shopping for a car or a television than  
for the contractor who will build their new home,” says construction  
manager Bart Mendel. In his fifteen years as head of Stonemark, a firm  
with eleven people and offices in Los Angeles and Santa Barbara, he has 
heard enough horror stories to script a series of domestic dramas. 

Besides his experience in guiding clients through the minefield of 
residential construction, Mendel has hands-on expertise, having started 
as a plumber’s assistant in his native Texas and tackled many of the tasks 
he now oversees. Also, his Buddhist faith strengthens his natural skills  
as a conciliator.

Typically, an architect will recommend that their clients hire Stonemark,  
having discovered that Mendel can streamline the construction process,  
and keep costs down. “Ideally we come in at the schematic design stage  
and assemble a good project team, six months or a year before construction  
begins,” says Mendel. “We flush out the budget and tighten up the drawings,  
and that can save a client multiples of our three to four percent fee.”

For example, for an owner who wanted to economize on a house that 
was going over budget, he eliminated an unneeded crawl space, included 
in the design as a contingency for mechanical systems that had yet to be 
located. That invisible move saved $250,000. 
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The crucial choice is the contractor. “I want to steer clients into 
making wise choices,” Mendel explains. “They are going to be married to 
their contractor for two years at least, and it needs to be a good relationship.” 

For owners spending $3 million and up it makes sense to rely on 
Stonemark for recommendations—though the final decision has to rest 
with the client. When the budget is too low to accommodate his fee, 
Mendel has plenty of hard-won advice to offer. Don’t rely on a friend 
or an advertisement, and don’t make price the sole criterion, he insists. 
Clarify your needs and find several contractors who have experience 
with the scale and style of your project. A firm that builds traditional 
homes on flat lots may be all wrong for an edgy design in the hills. How 
long has the contractor been in business? What are his references—from 
owners and architects? Will you be dealing with a seasoned builder or  
a salesman? Getting the right answers can save your sanity and solvency. 

Only when you’ve done due diligence should you request bids and 
schedules and make a selection. It’s important to understand that some 
kinds of architecture cost more than others. Richard Meier’s minimalist  

white cubes have to be flawless, and only a few elite contractors  
can achieve that level of perfection. Classicists who would like to match 
the standards of Louis XIV are also in for a stiff bill. A precipitous site 
or an experimental design may also escalate the budget, but a good  
construction manager can find ways of keeping that under control. Medi-
terranean villas with rough stucco walls and plenty of ornament are gen-
erally more forgiving. 

Mendel takes a holistic approach, urging owners to bring in the  
interior and landscape designers at an early stage so that their needs can 
be incorporated into the plans before construction begins. “It’s more  
efficient to expand the effort in the office than try to do it in the field,”  
he says. Stonemark has engineers and architects in-house but they 
don’t get involved in design. Rather, they try to help everyone else work  
together like a well-oiled machine, avoiding change orders and all  
the other pitfalls that can bedevil a construction site. For Mendel,  
every new project is a fresh challenge and an opportunity to help owners  
realize their dreams.  
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KITCHEN  Interior finishes 

throughout the home  

include beams and  

distressed woodwork  

imported from Europe. 

 

FIREPLACE  This 18th  

century reclaimed fireplace 

was imported in pieces  

and reassembled in situ. 

BATHROOM The custom 

steel windows and doors 

were imported from Mexico. 

OPPOSITE Interior finishes 

throughout the home  

include beams and  

distressed woodwork  

imported from Europe. 
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